Nanoscale resonators that oscillate at high frequencies are useful in many measurement applications.
previous nanotube studies [17, 18, 4] . The resonance frequency is tuned by more than a factor of 2 with the gate voltage (Fig. 1D) . Here, the electric field from the gate voltage pulls the nanotube toward it, and the subsequent lengthening of the nanotube induces more tension, similar to the tuning of a guitar string [17] .
Our detection signal results from a change in gate capacitance, ∆C g , during a displacement of the nanotube. This changes the effective quantum dot potential and, if positioned initially beside a Coulomb peak (Fig. 1C) , can move it onto the peak, thereby increasing the current. For a nanotube oscillating on resonance, the effective potential oscillates, and the non-linearity of Coulomb blockade allows it to be rectified to a detectable d.c. current.
The narrow linewidth of the resonance peak due to the high Q-factor provides an unprecedented sensitive probe for studying nanomechanical motion. We first show the influence of a single electron on the resonance frequency, f 0 . The Coulomb oscillations in Fig. 2A are caused by single electron tunneling giving rise to current peaks, and Coulomb blockade fixes the electron number in the valleys. From valley to valley, the electron number changes by one. Fig. 2B shows the mechanical resonance signal recorded at the same time.
Overall, a more negative gate voltage (right to left) increases the total charge on the nanotube, increasing the tension. This process stiffens the mechanical spring constant and increases the resonance frequency. Linear stiffening occurs in the Coulomb valleys (indicated with dashed lines), whereas at Coulomb peaks, a peculiar softening occurs, visible as dips in f 0 .
We first focus on the change in resonance frequency caused by the addition of one electron, which is measured as offsets of about 0.1 MHz between the dashed lines. This shift from single electron tuning, predicted in [19] , is about 20 times our linewidth and thus clearly resolvable. Because we compare valleys with a fixed electron number, this single electron tuning comes from a change in a static force on the nanotube.
The (electro-) static force is proportional to the square of the charge on the nanotube and thus adding one electron charge results, here, in a detectable shift in the mechanical resonance [19] . The shifts from single electron tuning can be as large as 0.5 MHz, more than 100 times the line width [20] .
Next we focus on the dips in resonance frequency that occur at the Coulomb peaks. The current at the Coulomb peaks is carried by single electron tunneling, meaning that one electron tunnels off the nanotube before the next electron can enter the tube. The charge on the nanotube thus fluctuates by exactly one electron charge, e, with a time dynamics than can be accounted for in detail by the theory of Coulomb blockade [21] . The average rate, Γ, at which an electron moves across the tube can be read off from the current I = eΓ (1.6 pA corresponds to a 10 MHz rate). Moving the gate voltage off or on a Coulomb peak, we can tune the rate from the regime Γ ∼ f 0 to Γ f 0 and explore the different effects on the mechanical resonance.
In Figs. 2A ,B the Coulomb peak values of ∼ 8 nA yield Γ ∼ 300f 0 , the regime of many single electron tunneling events per mechanical oscillation. In addition to the static force and the radio frequency (RF) oscillating driving force, single electron tunneling now exerts a time-fluctuating, dynamic force on the mechanical resonator. We observe that this dynamic force causes softening, giving dips in the resonance frequency. The single electron charge fluctuations do not simply smooth the stepwise transition from the static single electron tuning shifts. Strikingly, fluctuations instead caused dips in the resonant frequency up to an order of magnitude greater than the single electron tuning shifts. As shown in [13, 22] and discussed in detail in the supporting online material [20] , the dynamic force modifies the nanotubes spring constant, k, resulting in a softening of the mechanical resonance. The shape of the frequency dip can be altered by applying a finite bias, V sd , across the nanotube. Starting from deep and narrow at small V sd = 0.5 mV, the dip becomes shallower and broader with increasing V sd . This dip-shape largely resembles the broadening of Coulomb blockade peaks that occurs with increasing V sd . We thus conclude from Fig. 2 that the single electron tuning oscillations are a mechanical effect that is a direct consequence of single electron tunneling oscillations.
Besides softening, the charge fluctuations also provide a channel for dissipation of mechanical energy. Fig.   3A shows the resonance dip for small RF power with frequency traces in Fig. 3B . In the Coulomb valleys, tunneling is suppressed (Γ ∼ f 0 ), damping of the mechanical motion is minimized, and we observe the highest Q-factors. On a Coulomb peak, charge fluctuations are maximal (Γ f 0 ), and the Q-factor decreases to a few thousand. These results explicitly show that detector backaction can cause significant mechanical damping. The underlying mechanism for the damping is an energy transfer occasionally occurring when a current-carrying electron is pushed up to a higher (electrostatic) energy by the nanotube motion before tunneling out of the dot. This gain in potential energy is later dissipated in the drain contact.
If we drive the system at higher RF powers (Fig. 3C,D) we observe an asymmetric resonance peak, along with distinct hysteresis between upward and downward frequency sweeps. Theoretically this marks the onset of non-linear terms in the equation of motion, such as in the well-studied Duffing oscillator [23, 24] . The spring constant, k, is modified by a large oscillation amplitude, x, which is accounted for by replacing k with (k + αx 2 ). The time-averaged spring constant increases if α > 0, which is accompanied by a sharp edge at the high frequency side of the peak; vice versa for α < 0. In addition to the overall softening of k yielding the frequency dips of Fig. 2 , the fluctuating charge on the dot also changes α, giving a softening spring (α < 0)
outside of the frequency dip (Coulomb valleys), and a hardening spring (α > 0) inside the frequency dip (Coulomb peaks), shown in Fig. 3 . The sign of α follows the curvature of f 0 (V g ) induced by the fluctuating electron force, giving a change in sign at the inflection point of the frequency dip. Interestingly, non-linearity from the single electron force in our device dominates, and is much stronger than that from the mechanical deformation [20] .
Figs. 3E,F show the regime of further enhanced RF driving. The non-linearity is now no longer a perturbation of the spring constant, but instead gives sharp peaks in the lineshape and switching between several different metastable modes (see further data in supplementary material [20] ). At this strong driving, we observe highly structured nonlinear mechanical behavior that arises from the coupling of the resonator motion to the quantum dot.
In figure 3 , we studied non-linear coupling between the quantum dot and the mechanical resonator by applying a large RF driving force at a small Vsd. In figure 4 , we consider a small or absent RF driving force and now apply a large Vsd across the quantum dot. Fig. 4A shows a standard Coulomb blockade measurement of the quantum dot. Mechanical effects in Coulomb diamonds have been studied before in the form of phonon sidebands of electronic transitions [25, 26, 27, 28] . Shown in the data of figure 4 are reproducible ridges of positive and negative spikes in the differential conductance as indicated by arrows.
This instability has been seen in all 12 measured devices with clean suspended nanotubes and never in non-suspended devices. Fig. 4B and C shows such ridges in a second device, visible both as spikes in the differential conductance (Fig. 4B) , and as discrete jumps in the current (Fig. 4C ). The barriers in device 2
were highly tunable: we found that the switch-ridge could be suppressed by reducing the tunnel coupling to the source-drain leads, thereby decreasing the current. The instability disappears roughly when the tunnel rate is decreased below the mechanical resonance frequency (see supporting online material) [20] .
In a model predicting such instabilities [29] , positive feedback from single electron tunneling excites the mechanical resonator into a large amplitude oscillation. The theory predicts a characteristic shape of the switch-ridges and the suppression of the ridges for Γ ∼ f 0 , in striking agreement with our observations.
Such feedback also requires a very high Q, which may explain why it has not been observed in previous suspended quantum dot devices [26, 28] . If the required positive feedback is present, however, it should also have a mechanical signature: such a signature is demonstrated in Fig. 4E . The RF-driven mechanical resonance experiences a dramatic perturbation triggered by the switch-ridge discontinuities in the Coulomb peak current shown in Fig. 4D . At the position of the switch, the resonance peak shows a sudden departure from the expected frequency dip (dashed line), and becomes strongly asymmetric and broad, as if driven by a much higher RF power. This is indeed the case, but the driving power is now provided by an internal source: because of the strong feedback, the random fluctuating force from single electron tunneling becomes a driving force coherent with the mechanical oscillation. Remarkably, the d.c. current through the quantum dot can be used both to detect the high-frequency resonance and, in the case of strong feedback, directly excite resonant mechanical motion. (Insets) Energy diagrams for small and large V sd . 
S1 Materials and Methods

S1.1 Device description
The fabrication is described detail in [1] and [2] : briefly, a trench in a silicon oxide layer is defined by dry etching, and W/Pt electrodes are deposited to act as source and drain contacts for injecting current. In device 1, the oxide is then further wet-etched by approximately 100 nm to ensure the nanotube is completely suspended. The nanotube is grown in the last step of the fabrication to ensure the nanotube is not damaged by electron beam irradiation or contaminated with residue from chemical processing.
The length of the trench in device 1 is 800 nm. The nanotube in device 1 has a large bandgap of ∼300 mV, estimated from the gate voltage range of depletion of carriers seen in transport measurements, and a diameter of ∼3 nm, determined from the orbital magnetic moment of the nanotube. The quantum dot displays a clean four fold shell filling pattern over a wide range of gate voltages corresponding to hundreds of Coulomb peaks. In device 1, we drive mechanical oscillations of the devices using an electric field from a nearby antenna consisting of an unterminated coaxial cable placed ∼2 cm from the sample. The mechanical nature of the resonance is confirmed by tuning the nanotube tension using the gate [2, 3, 4] .
In device 2, the dry etch is aligned to the source and contacts, and so a second wet etch is not required.
The nanotube in device 2 has a bandgap of ∼100 mV, determined from the size of the empty dot Coulomb diamond [1] . The trench in device 2 has a length of 430 nm. For device 2, we did not have a high frequency coax for exciting the mechanical resonance: however, we estimate the resonance frequency to be in the range of 100 to 500 MHz, based on the length of the suspended segment. We have cooled down ∼12 suspended nanotube devices made using this ultra-clean fabrication technique, with trenches ranging from 430 nm to 1100 nm. All of these devices displayed the switch-ridges in dI/dV discussed in Fig. 4 of the main text.
S1.2 Normalization of the resonance signal
As the shift ∆I of the d.c. current from the mechanical resonance is proportional to the curvature of the Coulomb peak [2] , it changes in sign and significantly in magnitude at different gate voltages. In order to clearly show the position of the resonance in Fig. 2 and Fig. S1 at all gate voltages, we normalize the frequency sweep at each gate voltage by subtracting the average off-resonant current, taking the absolute value, and then normalizing to a range of 0 to 1. 
S2 Supplementary Text
S2.2 Frequency softening by Coulomb blockade
The dips in the frequency of the mechanical oscillator, shown in Figs. 2 and 3 of the main text, arise from a softening of the electrostatic component of the spring constant of the mechanical motion due to Coulomb blockade [5] . To calculate this softening, we begin with the electrostatic force between the dot and the gate,
given by
where C g is the capacitance of the quantum dot to the gate, V dot is the electrostatic potential of the quantum dot, and z is the vertical distance between the nanotube and the quantum dot. Since V g is fixed and dC g /dz is slowly varying, changes in this force will be dominated by changes in V dot . The voltage on the dot is found from electrostatics:
where C dot is the total capacitance of the quantum dot, and q dot is the charge on the quantum dot. In
Coulomb blockade, the charge on the dot does not increase continuously with gate voltage, but instead increase in discrete steps of one electron, as illustrated in Fig. S2A . As a result, the electrostatic potential on the dot will oscillate in a sawtooth pattern with an amplitude of e/C dot , as shown in Fig. S2A . We write the charge on the dot as:
where N is the average number of electrons on the quantum dot, and q c = C g V g is the "control charge". Note that the control charge is not the charge on the gate: the charge on the gate is given by the voltage difference from the gate to the dot, q g = C g (V g − V dot ). The control charge is a concept we use here to express the idea that the quantum dot is controlled by both the voltage on the gate V g and by the (distance dependent) capacitance to the gate C g (z). The control charge is the continuous charge that would be on the quantum dot in the absence of Coulomb blockade (V dot = 0).
In the ideal limit of zero temperature and opaque tunnel barriers, N would follow a staircase with sharp steps (Fig. S2A solid line) , and the sawtooth oscillation of V dot would have sharp edges (Fig. S2B solid line) .
In practice, however, the electron number near the transition will fluctuate in time due to finite temperature and tunnel coupling to the leads. The transitions in the average charge N are then smooth, acquiring a finite width (dashed lines in Fig. S2A and B) . The timescale of these fluctuations is set by the tunneling time Γ −1 . If the mechanical motion is much slower than Γ, the resonator will feel a force averaged over these fluctuations, which can be calculated using the time averaged expression for N (q c ) . To find correction to the mechanical spring constant ∆k from this force, we take the derivative of Eq. S1 with respect to the displacement of the nanotube:
(neglecting slowly varying terms d 2 C g /dz 2 ). Using Eq. S2 and S3, we obtain:
Note that the second term in the brackets on the right leads to a softening of the spring constant of the resonator, proportional to how quickly the average quantum dot occupation changes through a charge transition (i.e. the Coulomb peak). The strong peak in d N /dq c at the steps of the Coulomb staircase leads to the large dips in the resonance frequency we observe in Figs. 2 and 3 in the main text. The softening that arises from the negative sign in front of d N /dq c in Eq. S5 is very non-intuitive: we expect that increasing the charge on the nanotube will, in general, pull the nanotube towards the gate, increasing the tension and stiffening the spring constant. Here, increasing the charge instead softens the spring constant.
Physically, this softening comes from the peculiar screening properties of a Coulomb blockaded quantum dot, illustrated in Fig. S2c . Between charge transitions, the quantum dot acts like a floating island that does not screen the gate potential at all (dV dot /dV g > 0). At the charge transition, the quantum dot compensates by overscreening the gate potential giving a sudden drop in the dot potential (dV dot /dV g < 0). Over many charge transitions, the net effect is that the average dot potential stays fixed [6] , as is the case for full screening by a metal conductor (dV dot /dV g = 0). It is the overscreening at the negative steps in the dot potential that leads to the softening of the spring constant.
In Fig. 2C of the main text, we demonstrate that the frequency dip becomes broader and shallower with increasing bias across the dot. This can be understood from the effect of finite bias on the average dot occupation N (q c ) : at large bias, the average occupation of the quantum dot changes more slowly as its chemical potential moves through the bias window. The derivative d N /dq c is smaller, and hence the shift of the spring constant (Eq. S5) is also smaller. It is also interesting to note that for asymmetric tunnel barriers (Γ L = Γ R ), the quantum dot occupation at higher bias changes more quickly at one edge of the Coulomb diamond, whereas the current does not. The peak in d N /dq c therefore does not have to coincide with the maximum current of the Coulomb peak. This is also observed in the measurements, and can be seen clearly, for example, in Fig. S4 .
S2.3 Coulomb blockade induced nonlinearity of the resonator
In section S2.2, we calculated the change in the linear spring constant of the mechanical resonator due to the force on the resonator from the Coulomb blockaded quantum dot. In addition to a correction to the linear coefficient, there will also be terms higher order in the displacement dz from Eq. S1. The Duffing parameter α, which determines the initial softening or hardening spring behaviour, can be calculated by taking the third derivative of the force d 3 F/dz 3 . However, as we can read off ∆k(V g ) directly from the measured gate voltage dependence of the low-power resonance frequency, f 0 (V g ), we can also predict α from the experimental data:
again neglecting terms proportional to d 2 C/dz 2 . The sign of α will follow the sign of the curvature of ∆k(V g ), as determined from the observed f 0 (V g ). This gives a change in the sign of α at the inflection points of the frequency dip, as illustrated in figure S3 .
From the mechanical deformation of a beam under tension, we would normally expect a hardening spring behavior, as observed in previous nanotube experiments [3] . (This can also be seen from the overall positive curvature of the mechanical tuning of the resonance, shown in Fig. 1D of the main text.) The fact that we observe both softening and hardening behaviour with a small change in gate voltage indicates that the nonlinear coefficient from the single electron force, α e , is much larger in magnitude than that from the mechanical deformation, α mech : |α e | |α mech |. Essentially, the single electron force dominates the nonlinearity of the resonator.
S2.4 Non-linear behaviour at high driving powers
Fig . S4 shows the data from Fig. 3 of the main text in both upwards and downwards frequency sweep directions, and as well for a power of -32.5 dB. The resonance at the highest powers displays a highly structured lineshape, particularly around the frequency dip, as can be seen in the waterfall plot (Fig. S5 ) of the -20 dB data.
S2.5 Suppression of switch ridges at low tunnel rates
In figure 4 of the main text, we present a peculiar instability in the Coulomb diamonds of clean, suspended carbon nanotube quantum dots. This instability appeared as ridges of sharp positive and negative spikes in the differential conductance, visible also as a sudden jump in the current. Unlike electronic excited states [7] or phonon sidebands [8, 9, 10, 11] , the ridges of spikes do not run parallel to the Coulomb diamond edges, nor are they broadened by temperature or tunneling rates as the electronic excited states are: they often occur over just one pixel in the measurement. The spikes arise from a positive feedback mechanism between single electron tunneling and the mechanical motion that spontaneously drives the resonator into a high amplitude oscillation state [12] . The feedback mechanism in [12] requires a mechanical resonator with a very high quality-factor, a quantum dot with energy dependent tunneling, and a tunneling rate of electrons through the dot that is much faster than the mechanical resonance frequency. Essentially, for each mechanical oscillation of the nanotube, many electrons should tunnel through the quantum dot.
In Fig. S6 , we show that, experimentally, this instability can be suppressed by reducing the rate at which electrons tunnel through the dot. This data is from device 2, in which the barriers to the leads changed very rapidly as we reduced the number of holes in the quantum dot. Although we did not have RF coax for measuring the mechanical resonance frequency of this device, we estimate the resonance frequency to be on the order of 100 to 500 MHz from the length of the nanotube. At high tunneling rates, corresponding to Γ f 0 , Coulomb diamonds all display ridges of spikes in dI/dV . In Fig. S6D , the dot is very weakly coupled to the leads, with a tunnel rate of 500 MHz at V sd = 4 mV. Γ is no longer much larger than f 0 , and the instability is suppressed. at -45 dB, -32.5 dB and -20 dB for the same V sd = 0.5 mV and V g range as used in figure 3 of the main text.
S3 Supplementary Figures
For the -45 dB data, the off-resonant current was subtracted from the data. 
